24th Cen.

Trill

Female

Trill Science Ministry

The Trill Science Ministry is one of the premier
institutes of higher learning within the Federation.
With a reputation that is on par with the Vulcan
Science Academy, the school excels in many fields of
study, specifically in the field of subspace spatial
anomalies. With many of their students applying to be
joined after graduation, and many of their staff being
joined, the knowledge within its halls literally spans
millennia. These scientists are on the cutting edge of
what’s new in the galaxy, and are excited about what
that entails.
Viristia Delnar is one such scientist, trying to establish
a serious career in spatial anomalies. The broad
subject fits her, though she particularly enjoys the
study of dark matter nebulae. Delnar is, by choice, an
unjoined Trill. She never thought to apply to become
joined, and therefore is ostracized by her colleagues.
Many of Delnar’s colleagues do not take her seriously,
as to them, she doesn’t have the amount of experience
many of them have, and they find her unambitious for
not trying to ‘better herself’ through joining. Because of this, Delnar has had to
prove herself her entire career, out-performing her competition by being smarter
and more driven. She feels that if she can be an expert in everything, then she can
prove her entire society wrong. That she is worth something, unjoined and all.
Trill Science Ministry
The Trill Science Ministry is one of the foremost schools for science in the quadrant. Even the
Vulcan Science Academy has noted their specialty and expertise for subspace anomalies. The
drive to succeed and be the best is instilled in every aspect of the Ministry. The competitive
and ambitious students of the Trill Science Ministry are famous for their ruthless and cutthroat tactics. This attitude has been instilled in every Trill from a very young age, as each is
vying for the opportunity to become joined with a symbiont. The staff and educators do not
outright approve of these tactics, but do not discourage them, for many of them are joined,
and report their observations and grades to the Trill Symbiosis Commission.
The program can be a hot bed for corruption, if you so choose. With the prime opportunities
for moving forward, it would not be unheard of for sabotage and subterfuge to be used to
succeed. The trick? Not getting caught.
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Statistics
Use the following statistics for a Notable or Major version of this character. The
statistics note what changes are necessary for a Major NPC.
TRAIT: Trill, Unjoined

Stress: 10

VALUES:

ATTACKS:

• I Don’t Need a Symbiont to Succeed
• The Ministry Needs New Ideas (Major

• Unarmed Strike (Melee, 2A

NPC)

ATTRIBUTES
Control
Fitness
Presence

10
9
10

Daring
Insight
Reason

9
11
12

DISCIPLINES
Command
Security
Science

02
01
04

Conn
Engineering
Medicine

For Major NPC add +1 to Conn and Engineering.

FOCUSES:
•
•
•
•

Spatial Anomalies
Research
Sensor Systems (Major NPC)
Navigation (Major NPC)

Resistance: 0

02
02
01

Knockdown,
1H, Non-lethal)
• Phaser type-I (Ranged, 3A, 1H, Charge,
Hidden 1)
• Escalation Phaser type-II (Ranged, 4A, 1H,
Charge)

SPECIAL ABILITIES
• Technical Expertise (Talent, p. 135)
• Intense Scrutiny (Talent, p. 138)
• Joint Research: Whenever a researcher on a

team lead by Viristia Delnar attempts a Task
to research a science topic, Delnar spend
one Momentum (or add one to Threat) to
allow that researcher to re-roll. She can do
this even if she isn’t present in the scene.
• Mental Clarity: When Delnar succeeds on a
Task involving Science, she may add 3
Threat to asssist another character on their
next Science Task. The assist is a Reason +
Command.

